
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN COMMUNICATIONS OR Inv. No. 337-TA-925
COMPUTING DEVICES AND
COMPONENTS THEREOF

ORDER NO. 6: INITIAL DETERMINATION GRANTING GOOGLE INC.’S
MOTION TO INTERVENE

(September 9, 2014)

On August 28, 2014, non-patty Google Inc. (“Google”) filed an unopposed motion to

intervene in this Investigation. (Motion Docket No. 925-001.) Specifically, Google moves to

intervene as a party with full participation rights in the above-referenced Investigation with

respect to three of the four patents asserted by Complainant: U.S. Patent No. 6,691,302 (“the

‘302 patent”), U.S. Patent No. 5,870,610 (“the ‘610 patent”), and U.S. Patent No. 7,454,201

(“the ‘201 patent”). On September 3, 2014, Complainant Enterprise Systems Technologies

S.a.r.l. (“EST”) filed a response to the motion. On September 8, 2014, Staff filed a response in

support of the motion. Google avers that Respondents have advised that they do not oppose

Google’s motion, while Staff and EST indicated that they would confirm their positions after

reviewing the motion.

Google argues that it should be pennitted to intervene in this Investigation pursuant to 19

C.F.R. § 210.19 to protect its “significant interests” and defend the Google products and services

identified in the Complaint in connection with the accused devices of Respondents HTC Corp.

and HTC America, Inc. (collectively “HTC”), LG Electronics Inc., LG Electronics USA, Inc.,



and LG Electronics MobileComrn U.S.A., Inc. (collectively “LG”), and Samsung Electronics

Co., Ltd., Samsung Electronics America, Inc., and Samsung Telecommunications America, LLC

(collectively “Samsung”). Google avers that its intervention will aid in adjudicating

infringement and invalidity issues with respect to the three patents for which it seeks to intervene

and EST alleges are relevant to features of the Android platform and Android applications

developed by Google. Google continues that its motion is timely because the Investigation was

instituted on August 15, 2014 and a procedural schedule has not yet been entered.

EST says that because Google has stated that it will not object to or oppose any discovery

sought by EST on the basis that Google would be an intervenor, rather than a Respondent, EST

does not oppose Google’s motion. EST requests, however, that Google’s motion be granted

subject to certain conditions. Specifically, EST requests that the grant of Google’s motion be

conditioned on Google’s obligation to participate fully in discovery. EST explains that Google

should be obligated to respond to interrogatories, produce documents, things, and source code in

response to discovery requests, produce corporate designees for deposition and hearing

testimony, and be subject to motions to compel to the same extent as any of the Respondents.

EST says that Google possesses and controls highly relevant infonnation regarding its

proprietary products and services at issue in this Investigation. EST contends that it would be

unfairly prejudiced if Google resists producing such infonnation while enjoying the benefit of

participating in formulating and supporting Respondents’ non-infiingement and invalidity

arguments. EST says that it takes Google’s statements, both in the parties’ discussions and in its

Motion, that it “will participate fully in discovery” in this Investigation at face value and does

not doubt that Google will not live up to such representations. EST requests, however, that

Google’s intervention be conditioned on Google’s full participation in Discovery.
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Staff supports the motion. Staff says that Google appears to have agreed to the

conditions set forth in EST’s responses. (Citing Mot. at 2, n. 1.) Staff says that Google’s

participation will facilitate progress in this Investigation because the accused devices of three of

the Respondents allegedly “use the Android operating system developed by Google as well as

Google-proprietary Android applications and Google services.” (Citing Mem. at 2.) Staff says

that the motion was timely.

Commission Rule 210.19 addresses intervention and provides:

Any person desiring to intervene in an investigation or a related proceeding under
this part shall make a written motion. The motion shall have attached to it a
certificate showing that the motion has been served upon each party to the
investigation or related proceeding in the manner described in § 201.l6(b) of this
chapter. Any party may file a response to the motion in accordance with §
210.15(c) of this part, provided that the response is accompanied by a certificate
confirming that the response was served on the proposed intervenor and all other
parties. The Commission, or the administrative law judge by initial determination,
may grant the motion to the extent and upon such tenns as may be proper under
the circumstances.

19 C.F.R. § 210.19.

In Certain Electronic Devices WithImage Processing Systems, Components Thereof and

Associated Software, the Commission explained that intervention is a matter of Commission

discretion. The Commission used Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24 as gmidanceon the

question of whether intervention in a particular matter is appropriate. See Certain Electronic

Devices WithImage Processing Systems, Components Thereof and Associated Software, Inv.

No. 337-TA-724, Comm‘n Op., 2012 WL 3246515 at *36 (Dec. 21, 2011). According to the

Commission, a party's motion to intervene is “most persuasive” where the motion is timely, the

movant has an interest relating to the property or transaction that is the subject of the action, the

movant is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or impede

the movant's ability to protect that interest, the movant is not adequately represented by existing
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parties, and the intervention will not unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the original

parties’ rights. Id.

For the reasons explained below, Google will be granted intervenor status in this

Investigation. First, the motion is timely. This Investigation was instituted on August 21, 2014.

(See Order No. 3; 79 Fed. Reg. 49537-38 (2014); 19 C.F.R. § 210.10(b).) The motion to

intervene was filed one week later, on August 28, 2014. A procedural schedule has not yet been

set and the preliminary conference has not yet been held. Second, Complainant does not dispute

that Google products and services are identified in the Complaint in connection with the accused

devices of HTC, LG, and Samsung and Google’s intervention will therefore aid in adjudicating

infringement and invalidity issues with respect to the three patents for which Google seeks to

intervene. Thus, it appears that Google has an interest relating to the property or transaction that

is the subject of the action.

Third, Google alleges (and Complainant does not dispute) that the interests of

Respondents HTC, LG, and Samsung Willbe centered on their own respective accused devices,

as opposed to the particularities of the Android platform or Google’s proprietary products and

services. (Mem. at 6.) Thus, it also appears that disposition of the action may as a practical

matter impair or impede Google’s ability to protect its interest if Google does not intervene and

Google is not adequately represented by existing parties.

Fourth, there is no evidence that Google’s intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the

adjudication of the original parties’ rights. Indeed, none of the Respondents oppose Go0gle’s

motion and EST does not dispute that Google should be granted intervenor status with respect to

the ‘302, ‘61O,and ‘201 patents. (See EST Resp. at 1-3.) As for EST‘s concems regarding

G0og1e’sparticipation in discovery and its request that Google’s intervention be “conditioned on
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the obligation to participate fully in discovery,” (EST Resp. at 1) Google has stated that it “has

confirmed that it intends to conduct and respond to discovery as any other party to the

Investigation and will not object to discovery on the basis that it is an intervenor.” (Mot. at 2

n.l.)

Based upon all of the foregoing, Motion Docket No. 925-001 is hereby GRANTED. It is

my initial determination that Google is granted intervenor status in this Investigation with respect

to the ‘302, ‘6l 0, and ‘201 patents, which includes full participation rights as a party, including

discovery, motions practice, prehearing conferences, evidentiary hearings, and pre-hearing and

post-hearing briefing.

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 2l0.42(h), this initial determination shall become the

determination of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review of the initial

determination pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 21O.43(a), or the Commission, pursuant to 19 C.F.R. §

210.44, orders on its own motion a review of the initial determination or certain issues contained

herein.

SO ORDERED.

L Lmfl(
Dee Lord
Administrative Law Judge
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